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Abstract We systematically study the influence of
chemical patterning on the instability of thin liquid films
induced by chemical heterogeneities on a flat, horizontal,
and partially wetting substrate. We consider common
geometric shapes like wedges, circles, and stripes and
determine the time required for nucleation of a dry-spot as
a function of film thickness, contact angle, pattern dimen-
sions, and geometry. Moreover, we characterized the
resulting liquid distribution and identified conditions that
avoid the formation of residual droplets on the less wet-
table regions, which is usually undesirable in technological
applications.
Keywords Dewetting  Chemically patterned substrates 
Thin liquid films  Disjoining pressure
1 Introduction
Hydrophobic or partially wetting surfaces are relevant to a
number of technological applications ranging from non-
stick surface treatments (Moilliet 1963; Kissa 2001) to
offset printing (Senefelder 1911; Kipphan 2001; Darhuber
et al. 2001). Often they are applied if no liquid entrainment
on a substrate or certain regions on it is desired. In painting
technology, the opposite situation frequently arises, i.e., a
partially wetting surface should be coated with a stable
uniform liquid film that dries or solidifies without defect
formation. An instability of a liquid film of initially uni-
form thickness can induce the nucleation of dry-spots that
subsequently grow in size, which is commonly summarized
under the term dewetting phenomena.
Sheludko (1967), Vrij (1966), and Vrij and Overbeek
(1968) considered attractive Van der Waals forces as the
rupture mechanism of free-standing liquid films such as
soap lamellae and pointed out an analogy with phase sep-
aration by spinodal decomposition (Cahn 1965). Rucken-
stein and Jain (1974) performed a stability analysis of thin
liquid films on a solid substrate and extended the analysis
towards the presence of soluble and insoluble surfactants.
The same authors treated the case of liquid films adhering
to a solid substrate and immersed in a second immiscible
bulk liquid phase and elucidated the effect of viscosity ratio
and surface viscosity on the rupture time scale (Jain and
Ruckenstein 1976). Gumerman and Homsy (1975) exam-
ined the effects of film drainage and the presence of lateral
sidewalls and found a critical thickness much smaller than
Ruckenstein and Jain (1974). Williams and Davis extended
the previously considered linear stability theories towards
non-linear effects that become dominant in the late stages
of the rupture process (Williams and Davis 1982). Sharma
and Ruckenstein (1986) determined the stability of spa-
tially non-homogeneous stationary solutions and found a
faster rate of thinning and shorter dominant wavelength as
compared to the linear theory. Burelbach et al. (1988)
considered the instability of volatile, evaporating or con-
densing liquid films.
Brochard Wyart and Daillant (1990) and Redon et al.
(1991) studied the hole growth dynamics after nucleation
of a dry-spot in a thin liquid film. Brochard Wyart et al.
(1993) investigated liquid–liquid dewetting. Buguin et al.
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(1999) and Noblin et al. (2006) studied inertial effects.
Reiter (1992; Reiter 1993; Reiter et al. 2005) and Xie et al.
(1998) investigated the dewetting of ultrathin films of
polymer melts on Si wafers. The effect of slip at the solid–
liquid interface on the formation and growth of dry patches
was studied by Seemann et al. (2001), Sharma and Kar-
gupta (2003), Kargupta et al. (2004), and Fetzer et al.
(2005). Karthaus (1999) observed the formation of ordered
arrays of micrometer-sized polymer arrays upon dewetting
of a polystyrene solution on mica, Si, and glass substrates.
Sharma (1993) and Sharma and Jameel (1993) consid-
ered in addition to the well-studied apolar, Lifshitz–Van
der Waals interactions also polar, acid–base interactions,
and specifically the breakup of aqueous films (Sharma
1998), which have been studied experimentally by Sto¨c-
kelhuber (2003; Sto¨ckelhuber et al. 2004). Thiele et al.
(2001a, b) extended the study of Sharma and Ruckenstein
(1986) and elucidated the role of non-uniform initial
conditions on the rupture dynamics of unstable thin liquid
films. Sharma et al. (2002) studied the influence of den-
sity variations and effective compressibility on film
breakup. Verma et al. (2006) investigated pattern forma-
tion in thin liquid films confined between two plates.
Kalpathy et al. (2010) showed that shear in a liquid
bilayer sandwiched between parallel plates can delay or
even suppress rupture.
Kargupta et al. systematically studied the dewetting
dynamics of thin liquid films on substrates with a wide
range of surface patterns, including single and periodic
stripes, circles, squares, and square arrays. They system-
atically studied the effect of initial film thickness, pattern
dimensions, and surface energy contrast (Kargupta et al.
2000; Kargupta and Sharma 2002; Sharma et al. 2003;
Kargupta and Sharma 2003). Sehgal et al. (2002) and
Zhang et al. (2003) performed experiments regarding the
dewetting of polystyrene layers on periodically heteroge-
neous substrates. Thiele et al. considered the morphology
evolution in a thin liquid film on substrates with one- and
two-dimensional sinusoidal surface energy modulation
(Brusch et al. 2002; Thiele et al. 2003; Pototsky et al.
2004). Kao et al. (2006) investigated the rupture of thin
liquid films on substrates with sinusoidal and square-wave
resonant surface energy patterning. Julthongpiput et al.
(2007) studied the transition from isotropic to pattern-
directed dewetting on substrates with differential surface
energy contrast. Zhu et al. (2010) fabricated binary surface
topographies consisting of alternating ridges and droplet
arrays by means of controllable dewetting. Koch et al.
(1995) studied the morphology and line tension of ultrathin
liquid films in the vicinity of a chemical step heterogeneity
using a density functional approach, whereas Moosavi
et al. (2008) investigated the motion of nanodroplets on
similarly patterned substrates.
Many applications in organic electronics require precise
liquid film deposition on chemically patterned surfaces.
Two strategies for selective deposition onto patterned
substrates are (i) applying the liquid exclusively to the
desired regions (Biebuyck and Whitesides 1994; Darhuber
et al. 2000; Brasjen et al. 2011) and (ii) coating the entire
surface with an uniform film and relying on subsequent
liquid redistribution (Bower et al. 2007). In the latter pro-
cess, it is necessary that this redistribution is completed
before the applied solution dries and desirable that no
residual volume is left outside the designated regions. As a
first step towards the characterization of the process win-
dow, we conducted numerical simulations for pure, non-
volatile fluids. We determined the critical film thickness
above which no major redistribution occurs, the nucleation
time for dry-spot formation, and the residual volume for
geometrically simple and common surface energy patterns,
such as halfplanes, wedges, circles, and stripes.
For this purpose, we systematically consider various
disjoining pressure isotherms with destabilizing term of the
form A/hm, where h is the film thickness and A and m are
constants. This allows parametrization of arbitrary experi-
mental disjoining pressure isotherms, at least over a finite
range of film thicknesses. While several groups have already
studied dewetting of thin liquid films on structured surfaces
(Kargupta et al. 2000; Kargupta and Sharma 2002; Sharma
et al. 2003; Kargupta and Sharma 2003; Sehgal et al. 2002;
Zhang et al. 2003; Brusch et al. 2002; Thiele et al. 2003;
Pototsky et al. 2004; Kao et al. 2006; Julthongpiput et al.
2007; Zhu et al. 2010), most of the results have been
obtained for small film thicknesses on order of ten times the
precursor layer thickness, very specific disjoining pressure
isotherms with more than one inflection point or neglecting
the influence of gravity. For industrial applications relevant
film thicknesses range typically between 1 and 10 lm, which
is several orders of magnitude above the precursor layer
thickness such that the influence of gravity can be substantial
if not decisive. We seek to answer the question up to what
thickness liquid films can still be controlled and modulated
by means of substrate patterning. Moreover, we systemati-
cally discuss the film evolution in terms of contact angles,
which greatly aids the practical application and interpreta-
tion of our results.
2 Theoretical model and numerical implementation
In a long-wave (i.e., small slope) approximation, the time
evolution of the film thickness h on a flat, horizontally
oriented, and chemically patterned substrate is governed by
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in which








represents the augmented pressure (Oron et al. 1997), l the
viscosity, q the density, and c the surface tension. The
disjoining pressure P describes contributions to the
effective pressure in ultrathin films that are absent or
immeasurably small in thicker films or bulk volumina.
These contributions can arise from a number of interactions
such as Van der Waals forces, double layer attraction or
repulsion as well as steric effects and molecular or supra-
molecular layering (Derjaguin et al. 1987). For instance in
‘‘black’’ soap films the disjoining pressure can be an
oscillatory function of film thickness as a consequence of
micellar layering (Bergeron and Radke 1992).
Schwartz and Eley (1998) introduced a phenomenolog-
ical model for P; which exhibits a single minimum but no
local maximum










Here, n [ m [ 1 are positive real numbers, h(x, y) is the
equilibrium contact angle pattern, and h is a length scale
of typically few nanometers, at which PSEðh ¼ hÞ ¼ 0
holds. Such a power law representation of the disjoining
pressure can be quantitatively accurate at least in a certain
thickness range as for instance the disjoining pressure
component due to non-retarded Van der Waals forces
scales as A/h3, whereas e.g., water on quartz gives rise to a
disjoining pressure proportional to h-2 or h-1, depending
on the film thickness range. (Derjaguin et al. 1987) The
dependence of PSE on h is plotted in Fig. 1 for different
values of h: Smaller values of h and larger values of
(n, m) generally increase jdPSE=dhj and make the system
of Eqs. 1–3 stiffer. PSE has a single minimum and a single
inflection point, located at hmin ¼ nm h and hip ¼ nðnþ 1Þmðmþ 1Þ h;
respectively. As is evident from Eq. 3, a variation of h
modulates PSE by means of a multiplying factor.
We consider flat, horizontal surfaces with regions
characterized either by the hydrophobic contact angle ho or
the hydrophilic contact angle hi. Several elementary con-
tact angle patterns h(x, y) such as stripes, circles, and
wedges are sketched in Fig. 2.
The set of Eqs. 1–3 is solved numerically using the finite
element (FEM) software Comsol 3.5a in conjunction with
Matlab 7.9.0. In all cases, the initial condition corre-
sponded to a film of uniform thickness h(x, y, t = 0) = h0.
Boundary conditions were either (1) symmetry conditions
such as qh/qx = 0 and qp/qx = 0 or (2) a constant film
thickness h = h0 at boundaries sufficiently remote from the
edges of the contact angle patterns such that they did not
affect the dynamics in the interior of the computational
domain during the simulated time interval. The lubrication
approximation restricts the validity of the model to small
slopes (Snoeijer 2006) and thus contact angles below
approximately 30.
In order to identify scales for non-dimensionalization of
the evolution Eqs. 1 and 2, we briefly review the results of
linear stability theory applied to liquid films on chemically
homogeneous surfaces. These provide length- and time-
scales that are instrumental for the discussion of the dew-
etting dynamics on heterogeneous substrates.
2.1 Chemically homogeneous surfaces
Liquid films on homogeneous surfaces with contact angle
ho are absolutely stable for (Finn 1986) h0 [ has 
2‘c sinð12 hoÞ; in which ‘c 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c=ðqgÞp is the capillary length
of the liquid. Films are unstable for h0 \ hus or ho [ hus,
where the parameters hus and hus are defined by the condi-
tion dP
dh
¼ qg; and metastable inbetween these limits,
hus \ h \ has. For sufficiently large values of n - m and
Fig. 1 Model disjoining pressure PðhÞ for c = 44 mN/m, h = 10,










Fig. 2 [Color online] Sketch of chemical surfaces patterns studied in
this manuscript: a wedges, b corrugated edges, c circles, and d stripe
arrays. The blue (dark) and orange (light) colors indicate regions of
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic equilibrium contact angles hi and
ho, respectively
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hus  h; the term proportional to h-n in Eq. 3 is small and
the following relations hold to good approximation














In this context, metastability denotes stability against
infinitesimal disturbances but instability towards height
disturbances of sufficient amplitude. Considering harmonic
disturbances h ¼ h0 þ h1 cosð2px=kÞ with amplitude h1 
h0 and wavelength k of the uniform base state h = h0, the
linear instability regime is characterized by a maximally
unstable wavelength (Ruckenstein and Jain 1974; Williams
and Davis 1982)





















The inverse growth rate can serve as a characteristic time
scale for dry-spot nucleation. Disturbances of subcritical




decay due to the stabilizing
action of surface tension.
Based on Eqs. 6 and 7, we choose the following non-
dimensional variables:













and h ¼ h=h0:
3 Results and discussion
We systematically vary the pattern geometry from
unbounded domains like adjacent half-planes of different
surface energy and wedges to compact shapes such as
circles and stripes, where confinement effects induced by
an additional geometric length scale play a role. Exemplary
simulations were performed for h ¼ 10 nm; hi ¼ 0	 and
the material parameters l = 58.3 mPa s, c = 44.0 mN/m,
and q = 1126 kg/m-3, which corresponds to the model
liquid tetra(ethylene glycol) with ‘c & 2.0 mm.
3.1 Adjacent half-planes
The most elementary chemical surface patterning corre-
sponds to two halfplanes with different contact angles
meeting each other at x = 0. We will consider the case





with the initial condition of a flat and uniform film thick-
ness h(x,t = 0) = h0. The step change in P at x = 0
induces pressure-driven flow from the partially wetting to
the completely wetting side, which causes film thinning at
the left side and accumulation at the right side of x = 0, as
shown in Fig. 3a. For sufficiently small h0, the local
depression in the height profile grows and after a time s
induces nucleation of a dry-spot.
Figure 3b shows s, defined as the time at which the
minimum value of h corresponds to hip, as a function of
1 cos ho for two sets of exponents (n, m) and three
values of h0. The solid lines correspond to power law
relations sð1 cos hoÞ2: The dashed vertical lines
represent the minimum unstable contact angle 1 cos hus
for a given initial film thickness h0, according to Eq. 5. In
Fig. 3c is plotted the nucleation time s as a function of h0
for two values of ho and two sets of exponents (n, m). The
solid lines correspond to power law relations s * h0
2m-1,
whereas the dashed vertical lines indicate the maximum
thickness for linear instability of a film on a homogeneous
surface with contact angle ho according to Eq. 4. Fig-
ure 3d corresponds to a non-dimensional version of
Fig. 3c, which indicates a divergence of s/T at the same
value of h/hus & 1.36 for all parameter values considered.
Figure 3e presents the distance d of the dry-spot nucle-
ation point from the contact angle discontinuity at x = 0
as a function of h0 for ho = 10 and two sets of exponents
(n, m). The solid lines correspond to power law relations
d * h0
(m?1)/2.
The step geometry is invariant under a coordinate trans-
formation x ! x=a with a an arbitrary positive number,
provided that the origin of the coordinate system x = 0
coincides with the location of the contact angle discontinu-
ity. For sufficiently thin films, h0  hus, the influence of
gravity can be neglected for the film conformation and
dynamics in the vicinity of the step, i.e., as long as the height
perturbation is confined to the region jxj.‘c: Moreover, if
h0  h; then the term proportional to h-n in Eq. 3 is also
negligible in the initial phase of dry-spot formation. The
remaining terms in Eq. 1 are invariant under the transfor-
mations ðh; x; tÞ ! ðh=b; x=a; t=cÞ; if the parameters are
chosen according to a = bm?1 and c = b2m-1. The last
relation provides a rigorous explanation for the behavior s*
h0
2m-1 for h  h0  hus found in Fig. 3b.
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The power law relations s * h0
2m-1 (solid lines in
Fig. 3b) and sð1 cos hoÞ2 (solid lines in Fig. 3c) are
consistent with s* T as defined in Eq. 8 after dropping the
first term in PSE involving the larger exponent n. The latter
omission is permissible given n [ m and h  h during the
stage of the nucleation process that effectively determines
its timescale s.
The power law relations d * h0
(m?1)/2 (solid lines in
Fig. 3e) are consistent with dK as defined in Eq. 9, again
after dropping the first term in PSE involving the larger
exponent n. According to Fig. 3a, the separation between
the local minimum and maximum in the film thickness
progressively increases. Once it corresponds to the critical




; the linear instability mecha-
nism accelerates the deepening of the depression. There-
fore, a first-order estimate might be d & kc/4 & 0.18 kmax.
The fitted power law relations in Fig. 3d correspond to d &
0.125 kmax for m = 2 and d & 0.147 kmax for m = 3.
These scaling relations show that the dry-spot nucleation
process adjacent to a step discontinuity in the contact angle
follows the same scaling laws as on a homogeneous sur-
face. It is, however, a deterministic process in the sense
that it will proceed even for a perfectly flat initial film
profile and that the position of the (first) dry-spot is given
by d and, thus, known a priori.
The presence of the chemical discontinuity destabilizes
films of thickness h0 just above the metastability limit for
homogeneous surfaces of contact angle ho. From Fig. 3b,
we estimated that the metastability limit for step disconti-
nuities is higher than hus given in Eq. 4 by a factor
1.36 ± 0.01, which appears to be independent of n, m and
ho (Fig. 3d). We attribute this increase in destabilization
strength to the non-infinitesimal nature of the perturbation
caused by the contact angle discontinuity (see e.g.,
Fig. 3a). As the step geometry is a recurring feature of all
contact angle patterns considered, the step metastability
limit will be used as a reference value in the remaining
sections.
3.2 Wedges
The second-most elementary surface pattern is a wedge
geometry as sketched in Fig. 2a with contact angle
distribution












Figure 4a, b shows the conformation of a liquid layer
shortly before nucleation of a dry-spot in the vicinity of
hydrophobic corners with opening angles u ¼ 90	 and
270. For u\180	; a single dry-spot nucleates first in the






Fig. 3 a Time evolution of the normalized height profile h(x,t)/h0 near
the step discontinuity for h0 = 1.5 lm, ho = 10 and (n, m) = (3, 2).
b Nucleation time s at a step discontinuity in contact angle as a function
of 1 cos ho for (n, m) = (4, 3) (open symbols) and (n, m) = (3, 2)
(solid symbol) and three values of h0. The solid lines correspond to
power law relations sð1 cos hoÞ2; the dashed vertical lines
correspond to Eq. 4. c Nucleation time s at a step discontinuity in contact
angle as a function of h0 for (n, m) = (4, 3) (open symbols) and
(n, m) = (3, 2) (solid symbols) and two values of ho = 5 and 10. The
solid lines correspond to power law relations s * h0
2m-1, the dashed
vertical lines correspond to Eq. 4. d Non-dimensional version of c.
e Distance d of dry-spot nucleation point from contact angle discon-
tinuity as a function of h0 for ho = 10 and two sets of exponents (n, m).
The solid lines correspond to power law relations d * h0
(m?1)/2
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doublet of dry-spots is formed. In Fig. 4c is plotted the
nucleation time s as a function of u for h0 = 1 lm and the
parameter sets (ho, n, m) = (5, 3, 2) and (24, 4, 3). A
pronounced decrease in s is observed for decreasing values
of u between 180 and 40. A shallow minimum occurs
for a hydrophobic wedge with u  40	; at which s amounts
to approximately half of the value at u ¼ 180	: For
u [ 180	; the value of s depends only weakly on u:
Figure 4d presents the distance of the dry-spot nucle-
ation point from the corner apex for u\180	: The solid
line corresponds to the fit-function d ¼ 0:24K
2 tan u=2 ; which is an
excellent representation of dðuÞ for small values of u:
Figure 4f compares s as a function of h0 for both u ¼ 90	
and 180 for (ho, n, m) = (5, 3, 2). The solid lines cor-
respond to power law relations s * h0
3. Figure 4e presents
the dependence of the speed-up factor b  sðu ¼
90	Þ=sðu ¼ 180	Þ on h0. It remains nearly constant until h0
reaches a value of 10 lm, upon which b strongly decreases.
This indicates a potential for more significant time-savings
regarding dry-spot nucleation if h0 is close to the meta-
stability limit hus.
Dry-spot nucleation is accelerated for u \ 180	 because
liquid near the nucleation point is attracted towards the
hydrophilic region along two directions. The height profile
around the nucleation point in Fig. 4a has curvatures of
comparable magnitude in both the x and y direction. For
smaller values u. 40	; however, capillary effects retard
the formation of a local depression in the vicinity of the
apex. In addition, the height profile around the nucleation
point is less circular and elongated along the hydrophilic/-
phobic boundaries for u. 40	: Consequently, more liquid
has to be removed to reach a comparable dip amplitude,
which causes the nucleation time to increase slightly.
Far from the apex, the wedge can locally be considered a
hydrophobic stripe with almost parallel edges, if u is suf-
ficiently small. In this case, a dry-spot will form at a
position where the local width wmin induces nucleation in
the shortest time, i.e., at the minimum of the function s(w).
As a consequence, the nucleation time approaches a con-
stant value in the limit u ! 0: The nucleation point,
however, moves further away from the apex (Fig. 4d) and
is expected to coincide with d ¼ wmin
2 tan u=2 : We will show in
Sect. 4 that wmin  0:25K in almost perfect agreement with
the fitfunction in Fig. 4d.
In the same fashion as a step-like discontinuity in contact
angles, a wedge pattern is also geometrically invariant under
a transformation ðx; yÞ ! ðx=a; y=aÞ: Consequently, the
equivalent argument as presented in Sect. 3.1 applies and a
scaling s* h0
2m-1 follows for the film thickness range h 
h0  hus; consistent with the results shown in Fig. 4e.
3.3 Step discontinuities with corrugated edges
Motivated by the faster dry-spot nucleation in the vicinity
of corners found in the Sect. 3.6, we now explore whether
and to what extent the nucleation along a long straight edge
can be accelerated by corrugating the edge in the fashion
illustrated in Fig. 2b. We consider a saw-tooth pattern of











Fig. 4 a, b [Color onlilne] Contour plots of the liquid height profiles
near a corner with opening angle u ¼ 90	 (a) and 270 (b) shortly
before nucleation of a dry-spot. Blue regions correspond to depressions,
red ones to elevations of the height profile, pink ones to h & h0.
c Nucleation time near a corner as a function of u for h0 = 1 lm and
(ho, n, m) = (5, 3, 2) (solid symbols) or (ho, n, m) = (24, 4, 3)
(open symbols). d Distance of the nucleation point from the apex of
the corner for ho = 5 and h0 = 1 lm. The red arrow indicates the
approximate location of the minimum in c. e Nucleation time as
a function of h0 for u ¼ 90	 and 180 and (ho, n, m) = (5, 3, 2).
f Nucleation speed-up factor b  sðu ¼ 90	Þ=sð180	Þ as a function of
h0 for (ho, n, m) = (5, 3, 2)
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hðx; yÞ ¼
ho if y [ 2A
ho if 0 \ y \ 2A and y [ 4Ax=L
0 if 0 \ y \ 2A and y \ 4Ax=L




which is periodic in the x-direction h(x, y) = h(x ? L, y).
Due to the existence of the lengthscale L, the geometric
invariance of the step- and corner-geometry is absent, and
the dimensionless ratio L/kmax will qualitatively affect the
solution.
In Fig. 5b–e, we show the time evolution of a growing
dry-spot for L = 700 lm and a corrugation angle u ¼ 90	;
i.e., for the case A = L/2. The dry-spot nucleates at x = 0 in
the vicinity of the inner corner. The dry-spot initially grows
radially until it meets the hydrophobic–hydrophilic bound-
ary (indicated by the white lines in Fig. 5a, b), after which it
continues to expand until the entire corrugated edge is
dewetted at t ¼ t: In Fig. 5f, a contour plot of the height
profile for L = 100 lm is shown. In this case, the contour
lines are to a good approximation parallel to the x-axis, i.e.,
essentially unaffected by the corrugated boundary shape, and
the dry-spot nucleation occurs basically simultaneously
along the entire edge. In Fig. 5g, we present the nucleation
time s as a function of corrugation wavelength L
for h0 = 1 lm, ho = 5 and u ¼ 90	: The horizontal,
dashed and solid lines correspond to the nucleation times
sstep of a straight edge and swedge of a wedge with opening
angle u ¼ 90	; taken from Fig. 3c, respectively. The vertical





: The asterisk denotes the instant when the lateral
width of the dry-spot spans the entire computational domain
for the case of L = 700 lm as shown in Fig. 5e. We expect
that the hole expansion time t  s increases with increasing
wavelength, as the nucleation sites are further apart. There-
fore, at very large wavelengths t may exceed sstep.
A transition in the nucleation time s from the value
corresponding to a straight edge to the value corresponding
to an infinite wedge is observed approximately at L = kc.
The nucleation time exceeds sstep for L. 300 lm and falls
below swedge for LJ 500 lm: We attribute the first effect
to a slight corrugation of the curve along which the initial
height perturbation grows. The undershoot is attributed to a
resonance of the corrugation wavelength with the maxi-
mally unstable wavelength of the linear instability mech-
anism applicable to homogeneous surfaces.
As can be seen in Fig. 4f, the ratio swedge/sstep strongly
decreases when h0 approaches the metastability limit,
thereby increasing the time benefit gained from corrugating
the step. Moreover, the speed of hole expansion is to good
approximation independent of film thickness (Redon et al.
1991). Since s increases with h0, but t  s remains
approximately constant, the time needed for the lateral
coalescence of the dry-spots becomes progressively insig-
nificant in this regime.
3.4 Isolated circles and stripes
The most elementary isolated patterns with finite dimen-


















(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
t = 420 s 436 s 450 s 470 s
Fig. 5 a Sketch of half a period of contact angle discontinuity with
corrugated edges with amplitude A and wavelength L. b–e Contour
plots of the liquid height profiles near a corrugated contact angle
boundary with opening angle u ¼ 90	 at and after nucleation of a dry-
spot for L = 700 lm, h0 = 1 lm, and ho = 5. f Contour plot of the
liquid height profile for L = 100 lm, h0 = 1 lm, ho = 5 and u ¼
90	: g Dependence of nucleation time on the corrugation wavelength.
The asterisk denotes the instant when the lateral extent of the dry-spot
spans the entire computational domain for the case of L = 700 lm as
shown in e. The horizontal, dashed and solid lines correspond to the
nucleation times of a straight edge and of a wedge with opening angle
u ¼ 90	; taken from Fig. 3c, respectively. The vertical lines corre-
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and a circle of radius Ro and corresponding contact angle
distribution








Because of the axisymmetric nature of this distribution, we
simulate the thin film evolution along a radial cross-
section. Although, the final liquid conformation may not be
axisymmetric for large circles R  kmax, we expect that
the film evolution up to nucleation is axisymmetric. The























Figure 6 shows exemplary film thickness profiles
h(x, t) for different values of the h0 on a substrate with a
partially wetting stripe with wo = 0.4 mm. In very thin
films (Fig. 6a), a dry-spot is nucleated close to the
hydrophilic/-phobic boundary, from which a dewetting
front propagates leftwards over the hydrophobic domain.
Due to the predominance of disjoining pressure in this
regime, more dry-spots are nucleated leading to a cascade
of droplets that are essentially immobilized and remain on
the hydrophobic region. Given enough time, however,
these droplets will coarsen and eventually disappear
(Glasner and Witelski 2003) as most of the liquid is
slowly redistributed through the precursor layer towards
the hydrophilic region.
Thin films (Fig. 6b) and films of ‘‘intermediate’’ thick-
ness (Fig. 6c) nucleate further from the hydrophilic/-pho-
bic boundary, leading to the formation of a single droplet
(Fig. 6b) or to complete clearing of the hydrophobic
domain (Fig. 6c), which is typically the desired final state
for technological applications. Very thick films (Fig. 6d)
are (meta)stable towards dry-spot nucleation.
Figure 7 shows nucleation times as a function of ho and h0
for circles of 2Ro = 0.4 mm (circles) and stripes of wo =
0.4 mm (squares), respectively. The solid lines correspond to
power law relations of the form s 1 cos hoð Þ2h2m10 :
The dashed and dotted lines indicate exemplary metastabil-
ity limits for stripes and circles, respectively. The dash-
dotted line in Fig. 7b corresponds to the morphological
transition from a clean hydrophobic pattern (Fig. 6c) to a
single residual droplet (Fig. 6b) and satisfies strans* h0
-3.
The transitions occur to good approximation when the
geometric length scales (2Ro, wo) equal
1
2
kmax; at which the
local minimum of the height perturbation due to the hydro-
phobic–hydrophilic boundary is positioned in the center of
the hydrophobic domain. The wiggles around these transi-
tions reflect the resonance of the perturbation wavelength
with the geometric length scale.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 6 Exemplary dewetting
dynamics on an isolated stripe
for different initial film
thicknesses of a h0 = 0.1 lm,
b 0.5 lm, c 2 lm, and d 20 lm,
for ho = 6, wo = 0.4 mm and
parameter values
(n, m) = (3, 2)
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Far below the metastability limit, the nucleation times
are identical for stripes and circles if 2Ro = wo. The
metastability limits of circles, however, correspond to
higher values of ho and smaller values of h0 than for stripes,
as a consequence of the higher capillary pressure for cir-
cles. This is a consequence of the fact that axisymmetric
surfaces have curvatures in two directions.
The transitions from clean dewetting to a residual
droplet are not significantly shifted, i.e., the span of the
window of clean dewetting is smaller for circles than for
stripes, as shown in Fig. 7b. This is also illustrated in the
morphology maps of circles and stripes, which are shown
in dimensional and non-dimensional form in Fig. 8. Three
different regimes are considered: (I) metastable films that
do not break up; (II) unstable films that leave no liquid on
the hydrophobic region; and (III) unstable films that leave
one or more droplets.
The chosen value of 2Ro = wo = 0.4 mm is much
smaller than the capillary length ‘c, which indicates that
capillary pressure will dominate over gravity as the stabi-
lizing mechanism. Consequently, from a balance of dis-
joining pressure and capillary pressure, the transition
between regimes I and II is expected to satisfy
h0 ¼ Cð1 cos hoÞ
1
mþ1: ð17Þ
The dashed dark gray and dotted light gray lines in
Fig. 8 correspond to Eq. 17 with fitted prefactors C, which
serve as excellent approximations for the boundaries of
regime II, which typically is the desired process window.
As a consequence, the regime boundaries collapse to
unique values in the non-dimensional morphology maps.
Thus, critical values of the confinement number Co 
wo=K or Co  2Ro=K can be obtained, which are listed in
Table 1.
Another important parameter in the design of the
chemical pattern is the width of the hydrophobic stripe wo.
Figure 9 shows nucleation times as a function of wo and h0
for stripes with a contact angle of 16. Again, power-law
relations have been derived considering a chemically
homogeneous surface; they are represented by the solid
lines. The dash-dotted lines in Fig. 9a represent the meta-
stability limits. The dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 9a
represent the global nucleation time minima and the
(a) (b)Fig. 7 Dry-spot nucleation
time s as a function of a contact
angle ho and b initial film
thickness h0 for
2Ro = wo = 0.4 mm and



























Fig. 8 Dimensional and non-dimensional morphology maps for a, b
circles of 2Ro = 0.4 mm and c, d stripes of wo = 0.4 mm and
parameter values (n, m) = (3, 2). The squares, circles, and triangles
represent regimes I (metastable), II (clean dewetting), and III
(residual droplets), respectively
Table 1 Critical values of the confinement number for regime tran-
sitions, for n = 3 and m = 2
Chemical pattern Costableclean Cocleandroplet
Circle 0.125 ± 0.002 0.42 ± 0.01
Stripe 0.04706 ± 0.00006 0.49 ± 0.01
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transition from clean dewetting to residual droplets,
respectively. Using Eq. 9, one finds that this transition
occurs for wo  0:49K for all stripe widths considered. For
large wo, the power-laws in Fig. 9b become independent of
wo because the dynamics around the two stripe edges no
longer interact with each other. For narrower stripes, the
stabilizing influence of capillary pressure plays an
increasingly important role and will slow down and even-
tually prevent dry-spot nucleation. Global minima in the
nucleation time are found at wo  0:25K; which is in
excellent agreement with the local width at which nucle-
ation occurs for narrow wedges, as found in Sect. 2 for
narrow wedges (Fig. 4d). The vertical, solid gray line in
Fig. 9b illustrates the metastability limit for the step pat-
tern, to which the family of curves converges for increasing
wo.
Figure 10 illustrates the liquid configuration after dew-
etting as a function of h0 and hydrophobic stripe width wo.
The non-dimensional equivalent is shown in the inset. As
in Fig. 8, the three types of morphologies I–III are indi-
cated by squares, circles, and triangles. The gray dashed
and dotted lines indicate the regime transitions. In addition,
the step metastability limit h0 = Hstep is represented by the
solid black line. The regime transition lines correspond to
constant confinement numbers and are of the form h0 ¼
bCw 2mþ1o ; with bC a fitted prefactor. For small h0 and wo, the
regime transitions perfectly correspond to the fitted power-
laws, but for wider stripes, they asymptotically converge
towards the step metastability limit. Similar to the nucle-
ation dynamics, (Fig. 9b), the conformation becomes
independent of wo for wide stripes. As a consequence, the
clean window decreases and eventually disappears.
3.5 Influence of disjoining pressure isotherm
In this section, we investigate the influence of the disjoining
pressure on break-up behavior by varying the coefficients
n and m in Eq. 3. As the attractive potential dominates over
the repulsive potential during the initial state of perturbation
growth, most attention is devoted to the influence of the
coefficient m. Figure 11 shows exemplary thickness profiles
for different values of m, for which the difference in expo-
nents is kept constant: n = m ? 1. The thin film evolution
was simulated on a 0.4 mm wide stripe with a contact angle
ho = 8, using initial thickness values adapted to the window
of clean operation, estimated using Eq. 17.
Figure 11 reveals an interesting feature: whereas clean
dewetting is obtained for m [1.5, one or more residual
droplets are left behind for smaller values of m in all cases
considered. In contrast to Fig. 6a, b, where the center height of
the residual droplet reaches approximately 5 h0, the residual
droplets in Fig. 11a, b have very small volumes. For small
values of m, the formation of these small droplets is preceded
by the occurrence of a plateau around the center, which is,
similarly to a very thin flat film, highly unstable to the dis-
joining pressure. For the parameter range considered, we did
not observe small droplets for m [1.75. This transition







Fig. 9 Dry-spot nucleation times as a function of a the hydrophobic
stripe width wo and b the initial film thickness h0, with a constant













Fig. 10 Morphology maps for isolated hydrophobic stripes of
varying width, with ho = 16 and (n, m) = (3, 2). The squares,
circles, and triangles represent regimes I (metastable), II (clean
dewetting), and III (residual droplets), respectively
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hydrodynamic flux term due to the attractive disjoining pres-
sure component h3 dPm
dx
 h3=hmþ1: When 3 - (m ? 1) C 0,
i.e., m B 2, the flux no longer increases with decreasing film
thickness. It is intuitive to assume that this feature is a
requirement for clean dewetting. This simplified argument
does not account for the influence of capillary pressure and the
repulsive component of PSE; which may explain why the
transition occurs at a value slightly different from 2.
Figure 12 shows the nucleation time as a function of h0
for two different sets of values of (n, m). In Fig. 12a, the
influence of m is shown, while maintaining n = m ? 1;
Fig. 12b illustrates the influence of n, for a constant
m = 1.5.
For sufficiently large n - m, the attractive component of
PSE dominates the behavior for h0  h: In line with the
discussion in Sect. 1, a power-law behavior s = K(n, m)
h0
2m-1 is expected to hold, in which K is a constant derived
from Eq. 3. Conversely, for small values of n - m, the
influence of the repulsive disjoining pressure component and
thus the value of n increases. Indeed, Fig. 12b shows that for
larger values of n - m, the dependence of s on h0 in regime
III converges towards the power-law s* h0
2m-1.
In Figure 13a, b, morphology maps as a function of h0, n
and m are presented for the same sets of (n, m) values as in
Fig. 12. We consider the occurrence of small droplets
(Fig. 11a, b) as the equivalent of the clean dewetting
regime, which is strictly observed only for m [ 1.75.
Droplets were considered small if their maximum thickness
hd was less than
1
4
h0 and large if hd [ h0. Morphologies
where 1
4
h0 hd  h0 were deemed inconclusive and are
therefore not included in the morphology maps. As a ref-
erence, the values of hus have been added as black solid
lines. The dashed dark gray and dotted gray lines corre-
spond to C1,2 hus, with fit parameters C1 \ C2 \ 1, which
demarcate the regime transitions relatively accurately.
3.6 Arrays of infinitely long stripes
Whereas in the previous section we considered dry-spot
nucleation induced by single isolated stripes, we now focus
on stripe arrays. The width of the hydrophilic stripe wi
constitutes a second geometric length scale. In Figure 14a,
nucleation times are presented as a function of h0 for
various wi, a constant value of wo = 0.4 mm and
ho = 4, 8, 16. The black lines represent the data for an
isolated hydrophobic stripe of the same width, which are
added as a reference case, corresponding to the limit
wi=wo !1: In the limit of very thin films, s is indepen-
dent of wi. For intermediate h0, a smaller value of wi
implies that liquid redistributed from the hydrophobic to
(a) (b)Fig. 11 Exemplary film
profiles for different disjoining
pressure isotherms
(n, m) = a (2.25, 1.25), b (4,3)
for parameter values ho = 16
and wo = 0.4 mm
(a) (b)Fig. 12 Nucleation timesversus initial thickness for a
varying m with n = m ? 1 and
b varying n with m = 1.5.
wo = 0.4 mm for ho = 8 and
wo = 0.4 mm
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the hydrophilic stripes induces larger increase in film
thickness. Consequently, the capillary pressure on the
hydrophilic stripe increases, which provides a larger
opposing force to the growth of the perturbation. Smaller
values of wi therefore shift the metastability limit towards
smaller values of h0, as is indeed observed in Fig. 14a.
Interestingly, the transition from morphology regime III to
II is unaffected by wi in the cases considered. The wi
dependence of the metastability limit also appears in the
morphology map, which is shown in Fig. 14b as a function
of h0/H and wi/wo. The morphologies for an isolated
hydrophobic stripe are shown above the abscissa label 1
as a reference case. The dashed dark gray and dotted gray
lines mark the morphological regime transitions and serve
as guides to the eye. The metastability limit in the interval
1 B wi/wo B 10 is well approximated by a power-law of
the form h0 * wi
0.4.
In agreement with the observations from Fig. 14a, the
transition from residual droplets to clean dewetting does
not depend on the hydrophilic stripe width as long as
wi C wo, whereas the metastability limit does depend on
wi. As a consequence, the window of clean operation is
significantly decreased for narrower hydrophilic stripes.
Corresponding to the convergence of the metastability
limits observed in Fig. 14a, the metastability limit
becomes indistinguishable from the isolated stripe value
for wi/wo [ 40.
4 Summary and conclusions
Sufficiently thin films on partially wetting, chemically
homogeneous surfaces are unstable and nucleate dry-spots.
When their thickness exceeds the metastability limit, they
become linearly stable towards infinitesimal perturbations.
We have characterized the influence of various chemical
surface heterogeneities on the metastability limits and
nucleation times of thin liquid films.
The most elementary patterns are two adjacent half-
planes of different contact angle. The contact angle tran-
sition leads to a discontinuous disjoining pressure, which
induces a localized perturbation of non-infinitesimal
amplitude. Therefore, films can nucleate a dry-spot even
for thicknesses that are metastable on homogeneous sur-









Fig. 13 Morphology maps for
a varying m with n = m ? 1
and b varying n with m = 1.5
for ho = 8 and wo = 0.4 mm.
The squares, circles, and
triangles represent regimes I
(metastable), II (clean
dewetting), and III (residual
droplets), respectively; the
hexagons represent the






Fig. 14 a Nucleation times versus initial thickness for different
hydrophilic stripe widths for ho = 4, 8, 16 and b morphology map
as a function of h0/H and wi/wo for a periodic stripe array,
wo = 0.4 mm and (n, m) = (3, 2). The squares, circles, and triangles
in b represent regimes I (metastable), II (clean dewetting), and III
(residual droplets), respectively
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Wedge-shaped contact angle patterns can significantly
accelerate dry-spot nucleation. Moreover, saw-tooth shaped
corrugations of a step edge lead to a decrease of the nucleation
time. They exhibit a resonance when the corrugation wave-
length corresponds to the maximally unstable perturbation
wavelength for a homogeneously hydrophobic region.
Isolated hydrophobic patterns of finite dimensions are
subject to confinement effects, when the geometric
lengthscale and the maximally unstable wavelength are of
comparable magnitude. The stabilizing influence of the
confinement-induced capillary pressure leads to a shift of
the metastability limit towards thinner films. For small
hydrophobic circles, this effect is stronger than for hydro-
phobic stripes, since axisymmetric perturbations have
curvatures in two directions and thus higher capillary
pressures. The metastability limit for isolated, finite pat-
terns approaches the value corresponding to two adjacent
half-planes for increasing pattern size. In periodic stripe
arrays, the hydrophilic stripe width constitutes a second
geometric lengthscale that further lowers the metastability
limit.
In a certain thickness range, bounded by the metasta-
bility limit, dry-spot nucleation proceeds without the for-
mation of a residual droplet on the hydrophobic pattern.
This ‘‘clean’’ process window and its dependence on pat-
tern dimensions and film thickness, provides valuable
insight for e.g., coating technologies or solution-based
manufacturing of organic electronic devices.
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